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Common Cyber Security Problems for State Governments

External

- Easy to exploit existing weaknesses
- IoT = more endpoints = more vulnerabilities

Internal

- Budget and Resources - States need to invest wisely in solutions and people
- Legacy systems and point solution tools
Complexity has made IT Hygiene with legacy solutions unachievable

- Increasing Endpoint Variety
- Growing Network Scale
- Siloed Teams & Processes
IT Security starts with visibility

1. What assets do I have?
2. What applications am I running? Are they configured within policy?
3. How quickly can I deploy a patch to reduce vulnerabilities?
Tanium scales as your organizational complexity does

- Real-time visibility and control over endpoints
- Trend data to obtain insights
- Integrate and exchange data with 3rd party tools

- Inventory devices, SW assets and dependencies
- Manage software distribution and patches
- Keep systems healthy and performant

- Identify compliance gaps and vulnerabilities
- Monitor unauthorized changes or access
- Discover and track sensitive data

- Detect, investigate and remediate security issues
- Harden endpoint security controls
Proven on the world's largest and most complex networks.

- Faster and more reliable than legacy platforms
- Scale without massive hardware investments
- Reduces reliance on congested WAN links
- Connect off-network machines (cloud, roaming)
“It typically took days or weeks to remediate something of that [Wannacry’s] magnitude. And we did it at scale across the Air Force in 41 minutes.”

-Bill Marrion, Deputy CIO, U.S. AirForce

...on how Tanium aided response to Wannacry

Source: Federal News Network
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